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The Style Diary of a Bollywood Diva Arcade
Writers from Alice Walker to Michael Ondaatje to Claire Messud
share their thoughts on one of the most vital gatherings of writers
and readers in the world. The Palestine Festival of Literature was
established in 2008 by authors Ahdaf Soueif, Brigid Keenan,
Victoria Brittain and Omar Robert Hamilton. Bringing writers to
Palestine from all corners of the globe, it aimed to break the
cultural siege imposed by the Israeli military occupation, to
strengthen artistic links with the rest of the world, and to reaffirm,
in the words of Edward Said, "the power of culture over the
culture of power." Celebrating the tenth anniversary of PalFest,
This Is Not a Border is a collection of essays, poems, and sketches
from some of the world's most distinguished artists, responding to
their experiences at this unique festival. Both heartbreaking and
hopeful, their gathered work is a testament to the power of
literature to promote solidarity and hope in the most desperate of
situations. Contributing authors include J. M. Coetzee, China
Miéville, Alice Walker, Geoff Dyer, Claire Messud, Henning
Mankell, Michael Ondaatje, Kamila Shamsie, Michael Palin,
Deborah Moggach, Mohammed Hanif, Gillian Slovo, Adam
Foulds, Susan Abulhawa, Ahdaf Soueif, Jeremy Harding, Brigid
Keenan, Rachel Holmes, Suad Amiry, Gary Younge, Jamal
Mahjoub, Molly Crabapple, Najwan Darwish, Nathalie Handal,
Omar Robert Hamilton, Pankaj Mishra, Raja Shehadeh, Selma
Dabbagh, William Sutcliffe, Atef Abu Saif, Yasmin El-Rifae,
Sabrina Mahfouz, Alaa Abd El Fattah, Mercedes Kemp, Ru
Freeman.
The Hour Between Dog and Wolf Penguin Books
India
From the author of the acclaimed A Case of
Exploding Mangoes (“An insanely brilliant,
satirical first novel . . . Belongs in a
tradition that includes Catch-22”—The
Washington Post), a subversively, often
shockingly funny new novel set in steaming
Karachi, about second chances, thwarted
ambitions and love in the most unlikely
places. The patients of the Sacred Heart
Hospital for All Ailments need a miracle.
Alice Bhatti may be just what they’re
looking for. She’s the new junior nurse, but
that’s the only ordinary thing about her.
She’s just been released from the Borstal
Jail for Women and Children. But more to the

point, she’s the daughter of a part-time
healer in the French Colony, Karachi’s
infamous Christian slum, and it seems she
has, unhappily, inherited his part-time
gift. With a bit of begrudging but inspired
improvisation, Alice begins to bring succor
to the patients lining the hospital’s
corridors and camped outside its gates. But
all is not miraculous. Alice is a Christian
in an Islamic world, ensnared in the red
tape of hospital bureaucracy, trapped by the
caste system, torn between her duty to her
patients, her father and her husband—who is
a former bodybuilding champion, now an
apprentice to the nefarious “Gentleman’s
Squad” of the Karachi police, and about to
drag Alice into a situation so dangerous
that perhaps not even a miracle will be able
to save them. But, of course, Alice Bhatti
is no ordinary young woman . . . At once a
high comedy of errors and a searing
illumination of the seemingly unchangeable
role of women in Pakistan’s lower-caste
society, Our Lady of Alice Bhatti is a
resounding confirmation of Mohammed Hanif’s
gifts of storytelling and of razor-sharp
social satire.
How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia Random House India
"Mr. Hamid reaffirms his place as one of his generation's
most inventive and gifted writers." –Michiko Kakutani,
The New York Times "A globalized version of The Great
Gatsby . . . [Hamid's] book is nearly that good." –Alan
Cheuse, NPR "Marvelous and moving." –TIME Magazine
From the internationally bestselling author of The
Reluctant Fundamentalist and Exit West, the boldly
imagined tale of a poor boy’s quest for wealth and love
His first two novels established Mohsin Hamid as a
radically inventive storyteller with his finger on the
world’s pulse. How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia
meets that reputation—and exceeds it. The astonishing and
riveting tale of a man’s journey from impoverished rural
boy to corporate tycoon, it steals its shape from the
business self-help books devoured by ambitious youths all
over “rising Asia.” It follows its nameless hero to the
sprawling metropolis where he begins to amass an empire
built on that most fluid, and increasingly scarce, of goods:
water. Yet his heart remains set on something else, on the
pretty girl whose star rises along with his, their paths
crossing and recrossing, a lifelong affair sparked and
snuffed and sparked again by the forces that careen their
fates along. How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia is a
striking slice of contemporary life at a time of crushing
upheaval. Romantic without being sentimental, political
without being didactic, and spiritual without being
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religious, it brings an unflinching gaze to the violence and
hope it depicts. And it creates two unforgettable
characters who find moments of transcendent intimacy in
the midst of shattering change.
Our Lady of Alice Bhatti Penguin
Our Lady of Alice BhattiBond Street Books
A Novel Simon and Schuster
The boy known as Tor Baz—the black falcon —wanders between
tribes. He meets men who fight under different flags, and women
who risk everything if they break their society’s code of honour.
Where has he come from, and where will destiny take him? Set in
the decades before the rise of the Taliban, Jamil Ahmad’s
stunning debut takes us to the essence of human life in the
forbidden areas where the borders of Pakistan, Iran and
Afghanistan meet. Today the ‘tribal areas’ are often spoken
about as a remote region, a hotbed of conspiracies, drone attacks
and conflict. In The Wandering Falcon, this highly traditional,
honour-bound culture is revealed from the inside for the first time.
With rare tenderness and perception, Jamil Ahmad describes a
world of custom and cruelty, of love and gentleness, of hardship
and survival; a fragile, unforgiving world that is changing as
modern forces make themselves known. With the fate-defying
story of Tor Baz, he has written an unforgettable novel of insight,
compassion and timeless wisdom. It is true, I am neither a
Mahsud nor a Wazir. But I can tell you as little about who I am as
I can about who I shall be. Think of Tor Baz as your hunting
falcon. That should be enough.
Our Lady of Alice Bhatti Penguin
Ordinary Enchantments investigates magical realism as the most
important trend in contemporary international fiction, defines its
characteristics and narrative techniques, and proposes a new
theory to explain its significance. In the most comprehensive
critical treatment of this literary mode to date, Wendy B. Faris
discusses a rich array of examples from magical realist novels
around the world, including the work not only of Latin American
writers like Gabriel Garcia Marquez, but also of authors like
Salman Rushdie, Gunter Grass, Toni Morrison, and Ben Okri.
Faris argues that by combining realistic representation with
fantastic elements so that the marvelous seems to grow organically
out of the ordinary, magical realism destabilizes the dominant
form of realism based on empirical definitions of reality, gives it
visionary power, and thus constitutes what might be called a
"remystification" of narrative in the West. Noting the radical
narrative heterogeneity of magical realism, the author compares
its cultural role to that of traditional shamanic performance,
which joins the worlds of daily life and that of the spirits. Because
of that capacity to bridge different worlds, magical realism has
served as an effective decolonizing agent, providing the ground for
marginal voices, submerged traditions, and emergent literatures to
develop and create masterpieces. At the same time, this process is
not limited to postcolonial situations but constitutes a global trend
that replenishes realism from within. In addition to describing
what many consider to be the progressive cultural work of magical
realism, Faris also confronts the recent accusation that magical
realism and its study as a global phenomenon can be seen as a
form of commodification and an imposition of cultural
homogeneity. And finally, drawing on the narrative innovations
and cultural scenarios that magical realism enacts, she extends
those principles toward issues of gender and the possibility of a
female element within magical realism.
A case of Exploding Mangoes Penguin
Lost in history . . . losing her self. Uncover Tudor heroine Arbella

Stuart's incredible story, reimagined by Elizabeth Fremantle in this
tense, historical thriller. Hardwick Hall, sixteenth-century
England. Formerly a beacon of wealth and power. Now a gilded
prison. Hidden away, forgotten, one young woman seeks escape.
But to do so she must trust those on the outside. Those who have
their own motives... Discovery means death. But what choice has
any woman trapped in a man's world? Imprisoned by
circumstance, Arbella Stuart is an unwilling contender for the
throne. In a world where women are silenced, what chance does
she have to take control of her destiny? Praise for The Girl in the
Glass Tower: 'A top-notch literary thriller' Daily Telegraph
'Thrilling, clever and beautifully written' The Times, 'Books of the
Year' 'Filled with dense, dark political and social intrigue' Daily
Mail 'Shots are fired, troths are plighted, sea voyages taken,
escapes dared and mysteries solved' Daily Telegraph 'Beautifully
written, completely engrossing and a book that stays with you after
the pages are closed' Historia
A Novel Macmillan
"An audacious novel about the 24 hours surrounding a heart
transplant"--
Ordinary Enchantments Random House Canada
It is one of the more surprising facts about Old England that one
can still find families living in the same houses their ancestors built
centuries before and on land that has belonged to them since
before the Norman Conquest. The Gropes of Grope Hall are one
such family.... The Gropes are an old English family based in
Northumberland, separated from the rest of society and as
eccentric as they come. It is a line dominated by strong-willed and
oversexed women, determined to produce more female heirs
regardless of whether their desired partners are willing ... At the
dawn of the new millennium, timid and gormless teenager
Esmond is abducted and lured to Grope Hall by a descendant of
the Gropes. Young Esmond is powerless to escape, and his kidnap
sets in motion a stream of farcical events that will have readers
laughing out loud. Tom Sharpe's trademark humour abounds in
this new novel, marking him out once again as an outstanding and
unique British storyteller.
The Dovekeepers Vintage
The first novel by the author of Maps for Lost Lovers: a powerful and
exquisitely written story set in a small town in Pakistan after the murder of a
corrupt and prominent local judge. When a sack of letters that were thought
to have disappeared in a train crash nineteen years earlier reappears under
mysterious circumstances, the inhabitants of a secluded Pakistani village wait
anxiously to see what secrets may come to light. Could the letters hold any
information about Judge Anwar's murder? As Aslam traces the murder
investigation over the next eleven days, he explores the impact that these two
events have on a variety of people in the town--from the surviving family of
the judge to a journalist reporting on the delivery of the mail packet. With
great attention to detail and beautiful scenes that explore the daily rhythms of
life in Pakistan, Aslam creates an exotic and timeless world whose traditional
rituals are played out against an ominous backdrop of faraway civil wars,
assassinations, changing regimes, and religious tensions.
This Is Not A Border Macmillan
Alice Bhatti has just come out of prison and is looking for a second
chance. She’s hungry, tough, and full of fight, but being a
Catholic choohra in Karachi means she also needs good luck. A
lot of it. Alice’s prayers are answered when she gets a job as
Junior Nurse at the Sacred Heart Hospital, a squalid public
hospital full of shoot-out victims and homeless drug addicts. There
she meets Teddy Butt, a trigger happy, ex-body builder, and a
part-time goon for the police. The two could not be further apart
and that’s why they fall in love—Teddy with sudden violence,
Alice in cautious hope. How will their unlikely romance end? In A
Case of Exploding Mangoes, Mohammed Hanif tore into the
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corruption of the army and General Zia’s dictatorship; in this
novel he draws a dark and compelling portrait of Pakistan today
where killers fall in love and lovers are forced to make impossible
choices. Written with savage humour and in sizzling prose, Our
Lady of Alice Bhatti is a tour de force from one of the most
brilliant young writers today.
A Novel Saiyid Books
The patients of the Sacred Heart Hospital for All Ailments in Karachi
are looking for a miracle. Junior nurse, ex-prisoner and part-time
healer Alice Bhatti is looking for a job. With guidance from the
working nurse's manual, and some tricks she picked up in prison, Alice
starts work at the crowded hospital bringing help to the thousands of
patients littering the corridors. But her new life isn’t easy and on top
of everything else Alice impulsively falls for optimist and loveable good
Teddy Butt - a ragtag law enforcement officer by night and a
bodybuilder by day. Can Alice and Teddy live happily ever after? Will
the hospital accept her unorthodox ways? It all seems unlikely, but then
Alice Bhatti is no ordinary nurse and this is downtown Karachi where
the unusual is ordinary ...
W. W. Norton & Company
A successful Wall Street trader turned Cambridge neuroscientist reveals the
biology of financial boom and bust, showing how risk-taking transforms our
body chemistry, driving us to extremes of euphoria or stressed-out
depression. The laws of financial boom and bust, it turns out, have a lot to do
with male hormones. In a series of startling experiments, Canadian scientist
Dr. John Coates identified a feedback loop between testosterone and success
that dramatically lowers the fear of risk in men, especially young men; he has
vividly dubbed the moment when traders transform into exuberant high
flyers "the hour between dog and wolf." Similarly, intense failure leads to a
rise in levels of cortisol, which dramatically lowers the appetite for risk. His
book expands on his seminal research to offer lessons from the exploding new
field studying the biology of risk. Coates's conclusions shed light on all types
of high-pressure decision-making, from the sports field to the battlefield, and
leaves us with a powerful recognition: to handle risk isn't a matter of mind
over body, it's a matter of mind and body working together. We all have it in
us to be transformed from dog to wolf; the only question is whether we can
understand the causes and the consequences.
Narcopolis Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Merivel is an unforgettable hero—soulful, funny, outrageous and achingly
sad. His unmistakable, self-mocking voice speaks directly to us down the
centuries. From the Orange Prize–winning author Rose Tremain comes a
brilliant and picaresque novel of seventeenth-century England. In the wake of
the gaudy years of the Restoration, Robert Merivel, physician and courtier to
Charles II, faces the agitations and anxieties of middle age. Questions crowd
his mind: has he been a good father? Is he a fair master? Is he the King’s
friend or the King’s slave? In search of answers, Merivel sets off for the
French court of Versailles, where—inevitably—misadventures ensue.
Moth Smoke Penguin Random House UK
When Ashwin, a wealthy Delhi boy, meets Lallan, a struggling student from
Patna looking to make his fortune, their friendship, with their mutual love for
the almond-eyed Mallika, seems to transcend the fault lines of class and
privilege. But one night at a party, a fateful incident leads their worlds to
unravel with consequences that change both their lives forever, and expose
the deep turmoil inherent in the frenetic energy of the new, aspiring India.
An audacious debut, Fire Under Ash marks the arrival of Indian fiction’s
latest star, who takes a coruscating look at Delhi’s beauty and brutality,
writing the city as we’ve never read it before.
The Fire Kimono Grove Press
Kareena Kapoor was born to be a star! In her first-ever book, the
ultimate glamour girl lets you into her fabulous life and reveals her best-
kept style and beauty secrets. Bebo’s fashion, beauty and make-up
tricks and tips! Get a Size Zero body with Bebo’s diet and fitness
regime Replicate her looks from all her hit films Learn about Bebo’s
must-visit hotels and restaurants Learn how to treat and dress your
man right and the inside story of the romance with Saif Ali Khan
Delirium HarperCollins Australia
A celebration of three legendary golf champions describes how the
professional sport deteriorated into virtual non-existence before the trio
revitalized its popularity, dominating American attention and setting

records from the 1930s to the 1950s while transforming how the game
was played and regarded. By the author of Final Rounds.
Spiral Road Random House India
In this remarkably nuanced novel, both a gripping detective story and a
passionate, devastating tale of eros and insanity in Colombia, internationally
acclaimed author Laura Restrepo delves into the minds of four characters.
There's Agustina, a beautiful woman from an upper-class family who is
caught in the throes of madness; her husband Aguilar, a man passionately in
love with his wife and determined to rescue her from insanity; Agustina's
former lover Midas, a drug-trafficker and money-launderer; and Nicolás,
Agustina's grandfather. Through the blend of these distinct voices, Restrepo
creates a searing portrait of a society battered by war and corruption, as well
as an intimate look at the daily lives of people struggling to stay sane in an
unstable reality.
A Novel Simon and Schuster
In this finely wrought memoir of life in postcolonial Pakistan, Suleri
intertwines the violent history of Pakistan's independence with her own most
intimate memories—of her Welsh mother; of her Pakistani father, prominent
political journalist Z.A. Suleri; of her tenacious grandmother Dadi and five
siblings; and of her own passage to the West. "Nine autobiographical tales
that move easily back and forth among Pakistan, Britain, and the United
States. . . . She forays lightly into Pakistani history, and deeply into the
history of her family and friends. . . . The Suleri women at home in Pakistan
make this book sing."—Daniel Wolfe, New York Times Book Review "A
jewel of insight and beauty. . . . Suleri's voice has the same authority when
she speaks about Pakistani politics as it does in her literary
interludes."—Rone Tempest, Los Angeles Times Book Review "The author
has a gift for rendering her family with a few, deft strokes, turning them out
as whole and complete as eggs."—Anita Desai, Washington Post Book World
"Meatless Days takes the reader through a Third World that will surprise and
confound him even as it records the author's similar perplexities while
coming to terms with the West. Those voyages Suleri narrates in great strings
of words and images so rich that they left this reader . . . hungering for
more."—Ron Grossman, Chicago Tribune "Dazzling. . . . Suleri is a
postcolonial Proust to Rushdie's phantasmagorical Pynchon."—Henry
Louise Gates, Jr., Voice Literary Supplement
A Novel University of Chicago Press
Text and lyrics of a Broadway musical.
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